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Why do boundaries cause 

problems?



















What are boundaries? 

 We set boundaries for ourselves right? 

 Can you see them? 

 Usually not unless you’re 5 making a “No Boys/Girls 
Allowed” fort

 In Sociology boundaries are our “personal space 
bubbles” 

 In geography, boundaries are invisible lines marking the 
extent of a state’s territory 

 Boundaries set a state’s “personal space”  

 #1 rule—we don’t like our space messed with 



Boundaries 

 Physical features

 River, desert, mountain, etc. 

 Cultural features

 Language/religion



Boundaries

 Completely surround an individual states to mark 

the outer limits of it’s territorial control

 Also gives distinct SHAPE



Why do geographers care?

 Difficult to decide boundaries

 Creates conflict

 A focal point because of direct contact



5 basic shapes

 Compact

 Prorupted

 Elongated 

 Fragmented

 Perforated



Landlocked States



Landlocked States

 Is completely surrounded by several other countries

 Lacks a direct outlet to the sea 

 Most prevalent in Africa (14/54)

 Why???

Any Landlock fans???



Landlocked Africa

 Remnant of colonial 

era when Britain & 

France controlled 

extensive regions



Why is being landlocked a problem? 

 International trade 

 Difficult to move goods

 Potential for invasion 



Possible solutions?

 Biggest solution has been railroads

 But what is the biggest obstacle to this solution? 

 Depends on cooperation!  Nasty neighbors = NO RR!

 Will cooperation be easy? 

 Yeah right-like we’re all supposed to get along?  



A complicated process…

 Racial patterns complicate the process

 Example: Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) 

 A former British colony

 When white gov took over Rhodesia, most black 

neighbors cut off trade

 Who do you think Rhodesia turned to?

◼ South Africa (white gov there to!) 



And then it gets interesting…

 Black majority gains power 

(changes name to 

Zimbabwe) 

 Wants to reduce 

dependency on whites in 

South Africa 

 Tries to utilize closest port

 Civil war in Mozambique 

makes it hard



Is being independent worth it? 

Landlocked Issues



Landlocked!  The Lesotho Story

 Sotho vs. Zulu (1816-1830)

 Moshoeshoe established dynasty-protected against Zulu

 Basutoland under British Protection (1868)

 Annexed to Cape Colony (British) without consent 
(1870s) 

 South Africa formed (1910)

 Sotho opposition to incorporation (apartheid) 

 Self-government granted (1966) as Lesotho

 Now—almost completely dependent on South Africa

 This is why being landlocked is a bummer! 

 Tops annuals lists for most impoverished, most hunger & 
highest AIDs % each year

 Is being independent worth it? 



Frontiers vs. Borders



Frontiers vs. Borders

 A zone where no state 

exercises complete 

control

 Usually uninhabited or 

sparsely populated 

 Point where 2 countries 

actually touch

Frontiers Borders



The final frontier…

 Only existing frontiers are Antarctica & Arabian 

Peninsula

 And of course…





But seriously…

 Saudi Arabia separated 

from Qatar, UAE, Oman & 

Yemen

 Saudi Arabia & Iraq 

transformed frontiers into 

borders in 1990

 Stationed troops in the 

“Neutral Zone” 



Physical vs. Cultural Boundaries 

 What are physical boundaries?

 NATURAL environment 

 What are cultural boundaries? 

 Geometric

 Language, religion, etc. 



Physical or Cultural Boundary!!!

Let’s play…



Physical or Cultural? 

 Language? 

 Cultural!



Physical or Cultural? 

 Deserts?

 Physical!



Physical or Cultural? 

 Mountains? 

 Physical!



Physical or Cultural? 

 Religion?

 Cultural!



Physical or Cultural? 

 Rivers, lakes & oceans?

 Physical!



Physical or Cultural? 

 Geometric? 

 Cultural!



Physical or Cultural? 

 54’40 or fight! ?

 Cultural!



Physical or Cultural? 

 The Great Wall of China?

 Cultural! (physical are features of the natural 

landscape) 



Physical or Cultural? 

 Cyprus’s “Green Line” boundary?

 Cultural!

Since 1974, Cyprus has been 

divided into Greek and Turkish 

portions, with little mingling 

between the two groups. The 

Turkish sector has declared itself 

to be the Turkish Republic of 

Northern Cyprus, but only Turkey 

recognizes it as an independent 

country. Restrictions were eased 

on crossing between the Greek 

and Turkish sides on April 23, 

2003. 



Physical or Cultural? 

 Muslim Pakistan & Hindu India?

 Cultural! (Religious)



Physical or Cultural? 

 Andes Mountains?

 Physical? (Argentina & Chile almost went to war 

over it!) 



Physical or Cultural? 

 The Sahara Desert?

 Physical!

http://thundafunda.com/33/backgrounds/download/Sahara%20Desert,%20Morocco%20pictures.jpg


Physical or Cultural? 

 Unification of West Slavic languages into 

Czechoslovakia?

 Cultural! (Language) 



Physical or Cultural? 

 Lake Malawi?

 Physical! (Separates Malawi & Mozambique



Physical or Cultural? 

 Protestant Northern Ireland and Catholic Ireland?

 Cultural! 



Physical or Cultural? 

 Aozou Strip?

 Cultural! (Geometric) 

The boundary between Libya and 

Chad is a straight line, drawn by 

European countries early in the 

twentieth century when the area 

comprised a series of colonies. Libya, 

however, claims that the boundary 

should be located 100 kilometers to 

the south and that it should have 

sovereignty over the Aozou Strip.



Physical or Cultural? 

 Creation of Yugoslavia? 

 Cultural! (Language—South Slavic) 



Physical or Cultural? 

 Lake Albert?

 Physical! (Congo & Uganda)



•To separate nationalities or ethnicities

•To provide advantage to a political party

Boundaries Inside States



Unitary State

 Power in central government

 Works in countries: 

 With few cultural differences

 With strong national unity

 That are smaller states

 Like Europe

 Also in multi-ethnic states:

◼ To impose 1 nationality on another

◼ Ex. Rwanda, Eastern Europe (USSR)



Federal State

 Local government has authority to adopt own laws

 Local boundaries drawn to correspond with regions 

of different ethnicities

 More suitable for larger states

 Ex. Russia, Canada, US, Brazil, India



Not always determined by size

 Tiny Belgium is a Federal State

 Mega China is a Unitary State



Global Trend: Federal States

 Example: France 

 More authority to departments & communes

 Example: Poland

 Dismantling communist unitary system

 Created local municipalities

 Hired people to run them

 Had to 1st learn how to govern!



Electoral Geography

 Redraw boundaries for roughly same population 

(640,000-650,000)

 Or to benefit political parties

 Redrawn every 10 years with Census



Census Data is Cool!

 What would you be named today?  In past 

decades?  

 The Census Bureau can tell you!  

http://time.com/3856405/baby-name-popularity/


Gerrymandering! 



History

 Governor Elbridge Gerry, Mass (1810-1812)

 Redistricting to benefit his party

 Opponent observed odd “salamander” shape

 Critics called it a “Gerry-mander”



Types of Gerrymandering

“Wasted Vote”

• Spread opposition votes across 
many districts to ensure minority

“Excess Vote”

• Concentrates opposition voters 
into a few districts

“Stacked Vote” 

• Links like-minded voters into 
oddly shaped districts 



Gerrymandering in the US

 What is the most common type in the US?

 Stacked**

 Why?

 Used to ensure election of minority candidates (ex. 

Jesse Jackson, Jr.) 

 Usually results in election of a Democrat

 Republicans go along with it—why? 

 “Excess votes”--concentrates Democrat votes making it 

easier for Republicans to win other districts 



Constitutionality? 

 Ruled unconstitutional in 1985

 BUT not ordered to dismantled oddly-shaped 

districts

 2001 case allowed addition of another oddly-

shaped district

 **Only about 1/10 of Congressional seats are truly 

competitive making a shift of more than a few 

states unlikely except in extreme circumstances!  



20 ridiculously gerrymandered districts

Illinois 4th district 

http://www.slate.com/slideshows/news_and_politics/the-most-gerrymandered-congressional-districts.html


Read the short article.  

We would never do anything shady like this in 
Illinois politics, right??

Gerrymandering in Illinois



The Game of Gerrymandering

http://www.redistrictinggame.org/

